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Abstract 
In recent years the term “Smart Grid” is emerging in the media. The Smart Grid delivers electricity from 
suppliers to consumers using two-way digital technology to control appliances at consumers homes to 
save energy, reduce cost and increase reliability and transparency. In order to operate the Smart Grid 
properly, the power system analysis is necessary. The analysis of the Smart Grid requires the power 
distribution network models. However the configuration of the Smart Grid is frequently changed. To cope 
with this situation, a power system drawing assistance system is required. In this paper, we propose a 
power system drawing assistance system by using Ruby/Tk.  
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1. Introduction 
Changes in the environments of recent electric power systems, such as deregulation, restructuring, 
decentralization, and open access to transmission lines result in similar system changes. New entry into 
and withdrawal from the electric power market becomes easier, however, uncertainty surrounding the 
quality of information increases with the liberalization of the electricity market, making it is especially 
important to maintain a reliable electric power market. A Smart Grid, defined as an aggregation of 
electrical loads and generation, is a possible future energy system paradigm [1]. The generators in the 
Smart Grid may be micro-turbines, fuel cells, photovoltaic (PV), or any of a number of alternative power 
sources. A Smart Grid may take the form of a shopping center, industrial park or college campus. Such 
systems may be interconnected with the main power grid, or islanded, if disconnected from the grid. 
Various approaches, which can be roughly classified into two categories: Smart Grid analysis [2], and 
Smart Grid operation [3], have been proposed to operate the Smart Grid. 
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Operations planning and control in the Smart Grid seems growing role. Elements to build Smart Grid 
(such as dispersed generators and consumers) are frequently added or removed compared to the Grid. 
Therefore, it is desirable to easily create diagrams for the corresponding power system. We propose a 
power system drawing assistance system by using Ruby/Tk. From the results of creating a model power 
system, it was confirmed that we could create a model power system in a short time. 
2. Power System Drawing Assistance System 
Power system drawing assistance systems have been studied until now. These researches are divided 
into three. Firstly is the method which pointed to automatic arrangement and automatic wiring of all 
elements [4-5]. Second is the method of creating API for every analysis program, in order to aim at 
effective use of the existing program [6]. There is a method which finally used the Internet [7]. Reference 
[4] uses the shortest path planning method based on the concept of the congestion degree currently used 
by the wiring design of VLSI. Automatic creation of the fewest possible distribution diagrams is 
performed with the number of intersections of a branch. Reference [5] defines the drawing standard as a 
distribution diagram, and uses a genetic algorithm and a spring model for graph drawing. The distribution 
diagram drawing support system equipped with the automatic drawing function to perform node 
automatic arrangement suitable for a standard is proposed. Reference [6] prepared GUI suitable for an 
object-oriented database and the analysis purpose. The system which supports even the input of analysis 
data, execution of a program, and an analysis result display in package is built. Reference [7] points to the 
educational system using a Java applet by the method which authors proposed. 
However, these methods serve as a large-scale system using the system for an easy single track figure 
model, or an object database. Therefore, it is a line about the distribution diagram creation by the real 
model suitable for modelling treating the smart grid which constitutes a part of electric power system 
from this research. 
3. A Power System Drawing Assistance System by Using Ruby/Tk 
3.1. Overview of the proposed system 
The overall configuration of the proposed system shows Fig 1. As shown in a figure, a proposal system 
has two functions: distribution diagram function and saving function. Those functions are explained 
below. 
Fig.1. composition figure of a proposal system 
Distribution diagram creation function 
Main screen 
Preservation function
It draws based on reading data 
Edit function 
The drawing function using GUI 
Operation
Operation 
Preservation of an electric power 
distribution diagram screen 
Preservation of data 
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3.2. Mode of expression of an  power systems 
Bus and shunt capacitor/shunt reactor (SC/ShR) of a substation or the substation for power distribution 
are taken as a node. A transformer and a switch are branches. In counterpart, a power line makes the 
section a branch. The node of the branch is carried out. 
3.3. Distribution diagram function 
Distribution diagram function consists of three functions. Firstly is using GUI rendering. Second is 
loading data from automated rendering functions. Final is data editing. 
[1] Using GUI Rendering 
Drawing of a substation chooses the substation type registered beforehand. Next, the data in a 
substation is inputted. Then, it draws in the arbitrary parts on a main screen. Moreover, a terminal setup 
of the branch data in a substation is performed automatically. A terminal setup is performed after 
installation of a substation. Below, the conditions and procedure of a terminal setup are described. 
[Condition] 
・A node number is given sequentially from the primary side of bus. 
・A node exists between branches. 
・A branch has the node information on sending end and receiving end. 
・A start position is carried out the upstream side. 
[Procedure] 
・It processes from the branch first created in the substation. 
・A branch acquires the upper node and down-stream node linked to self. 
・If the acquired node is the upstream, node data is stored as sending end. If it is a down-stream, node 
data is stored as receiving end. 
・Same processing is performed to all the branches in a substation. 
・A processing usual route is performed leftward from a principle start position. 
Diagram power line determines a starting position and an end position and is displayed between them. 
A start position is determined by clicking. An end position is determined in double-clicking. Moreover, 
the halfway point can be created by clicking again after the determination of a start position. 
[2] Defined data editing 
Definition data consists of three kinds. They are branch data, node data, and status data. Contents of 
data are shown below. 
・Branch data: branch name, sending end, receiving end, resistance, reactance, capacitance, tap 
・Node data: node name, type, active power, reactive power, voltage magnitude, voltage phase angle 
・Status data: branch/node name, sate(on/off state of switch, charged-uncharged state) 
In edit of definition data, the value except branch name, node name, sending end, receiving end can be 
changed. Some initial values of branch data are set to 0.0. They are resistance, reactance, and capacitance. 
An initial value of a tap is set to 1.0. An initial value of the type of node data is set to NULL. An initial 
value of active power, reactive power, voltage magnitude, and voltage phase angle is set to 0.0. A on/off 
of the switch of status data is set up automatically. A charged-uncharged state sets charge to CHARGED. 
A power failure is set to UNCHARGED. An initial value is taken as CHARGED. Moreover, on the 
screen the state of the switch “on” is displayed in black. “Off” is displayed in white. 
[3] Loading data from automated rendering function
Automatic drawing functions from data reading are the following procedures. 
[step1] A number of switches and transformers for every substation are acquired. 
[step2] A substation type and coordinates position of each substation are acquired from substation  
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data. 
[step3] A number of terminals and position of each substation are acquired from terminal data. 
[step4] A distribution diagram is drawn based on income data. 
3.4. Saving function 
A saving function consists of two, saving of data and saving of image data. In saving of data, definition 
data, substation data, and terminal data are saved. Contents of substation data are the identification 
number and substation type of a substation. Contents of terminal data are identification number of a 
substation, and number of terminals and direction of a terminal. Saving of image data saves the created 
electric power distribution diagram in Power system form.   
4. The example of execution of a prototype system 
This chapter describes the example of execution of the developed proposal system. A main screen is 
shown in Fig.2.  The left-hand side of this figure is called an installation screen. A distribution diagram is 
created on this screen. Right-hand side is the expanded button of operation. 
Fig.2.Main screen 
4.1. Creation method of a substation 
The example of execution of substation creation is shown in Fig.3. A creation procedure is described 
below. 
  [step1] “SS Create” is clicked from a button of operation. 
  [step2] A substation type registered beforehand is chosen. 
  [step3] A detailed data of as substation is inputted. Detailed data is a substation number, and a number 
of bus, an interception machine, a disconnecting switch, a transformer, SC/ShR. 
  [step4] A number of contact buttons and position of a substation are inputted. 
[step5] A substation is drawn by clicking the arbitrary parts on an installation screen. 
By selection of substation, and change of a parameter, the composition of a substation can be created 
with arbitrary composition. Moreover, the detailed data of each part of the created substation can be 
changed. 
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(a) substation type selection screen (b)detailed data input screen of a substation 
(c) number input screen of contact 
buttons 
(d) drawing screen of a substation 
Fig.3. Example of substation creation 
4.2. Creation method of a power line 
An example of execution of a power line is shown in Fig.4. A creation procedure of a power line is 
shown below. 
[step1] “Line Create” is chosen from a button of operation. 
[step2] An identification number of a power line is inputted. 
[step3] An installation scene top is clicked and a starting position is decided. 
[step4] It determines in double-clicking an end position. 
A power line is displayed between a starting position and an end position. A terminal setup of brunch 
data acquires the node connected to each of a starting position and an end position. 
(a) Input screen of a power line number (b) Screen after power line installation 
Fig.4. Input screen of a power line 
4.3. A edit function of definition data 
 In this section, edit of brunch data is introduced as a part of data edit function. Fig. 5 is the execution 
screen of a data edit function. This figure (a) is a data selection screen. Data is displayed by choosing the 
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substation number of selection and a right list in the data kind of left list. This figure (b) is a data display 
screen. An edit display is displayed by choosing the line of data to edit from the displayed data. This 
figure (c) is an edit display. Input data is reflected by choosing O.K. after inputting each item. A node and 
state data can also be changed in the same procedure.  
(a) A data selection screen (b) A data display screen (c) An edit display 
Fig.5. Edit display of brunch data 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a power system drawing assistance system by using Ruby/Tk. The features 
of the system are shown below. 
(1)  Creation of a substation is possible by choosing a standard part and changing parameters. 
(2)  Creation of a transmission line is possible by connecting the terminal of a substation. 
(3) The created power system network is saved as a definition file, and can be re-used.  
The time of creation of the power system network which consists of 7 substations and 3 transmission 
lines was about 4 minutes. This time shows that creation of a power system network can be performed for 
a short time by using the proposed system. 
Future researches are cooperation with various analysis tools, and realizing this system as Web 
application. 
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